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Safety first,
lock your doors

Panthers prepare
for Top Ten opponent
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OBITUARY

Suicide
suspicion for
student’s death
Services tonight
in Villa Park

C AMPUS

“Hey, you’re the ‘Cash Cab’ guy!”
Comedian Ben
Bailey performs
at the Doudna
By Samantha Bilharz &
Shelley Holmgren
Activities Editor
Administration Editor

By Kayleigh Zyskowski
News Editor

Early Wednesday morning a westbound
freight train struck Eastern student Ryan Mazgay in Lombard, Ill.
He was pronounced dead at the scene.
Mazgay, 20, was on foot and the preliminary
account is that he took his own life, said Dane
Cuny, the deputy sheriff of the Lombard Police
Department.
Mazgay was enrolled in classes at Eastern for
the fall semester; however, he went home to
Lombard earlier this week.
While at Eastern, Mazgay was a founding father of the Delta Chi fraternity and has been involved with the fraternity since he arrived on
campus for the fall 2008 semester.
“From what I’ve heard he was a smart, polite
kid who came from a great family,” Cuny said.
“We have a larger community, but still the community and the school he attended is heartbroken and is feeling the effects.”
“Young people with great potential encounter
small problems and sometimes make decisions
that breaks everyone’s hearts,” Duny said. “This
isn’t necessary; it doesn’t have to repeat itself.”
Mazgay attended Willowbrook High School
in Villa Park. He graduated with the class of
2008.
Mazgay is survived by his parents Michael
and Janice Mazgay and brothers Matthew and
Sean.
Services will be held at the Steuerle Funeral
Home, 350 S. Ardmore Ave. in Villa Park.
The visitation service is from 3 to 8 p.m. tonight and the funeral service is at 11 a.m. Saturday. Interment is private.
Duny said the important thing to take from
Mazgay’s death is to encourage students to realize that issues and problems are temporary and
they should talk to someone before making a
permanent decision.
Eastern’s counseling center is located in the
Human Services Building in Room 1200.
Kayleigh Zyskowski can be reached
at 581-7942 or kzyskowski@eiu.edu

Ben Bailey is the host of “Cash
Cab.”
How does he know?
“Because everyone I saw today told
me... Over ... And over... And over
again,” Bailey said.
Even though Bailey has been hosting the show since 2005, he’s been a
stand-up comedian long before that.
Bailey performed in the Dvorak Concert Hall in the Doudna Fine Arts
Center last night, covering topics spanning from Spiderman, all the way to
lactose intolerance, Google and ‘nearly
flightless birds.’
On top of people always reminding him he is the “Cash Cab guy,” people often remark how Bailey seems so
much smaller on television. “I’m considering hiring a dwarf and dressing
him exactly as I am so people will tell
him ‘you are exactly the same size that
you are on TV,” he said.
Bailey opened up the show with his
extensive history of job interview horror stories.
“When you screw up on too many
job interviews, you become a stand-up
comedian,” he said. He then went into
the finer details of messing up an interview, for example, the apocalyptic
mistake of putting your name in the
wrong box.
One of the highlights of the performance was when Bailey confessed he
once almost committed ‘bird murder.’
Recently, Bailey purchased a cabin in
the woods where spent a sleepless night
with a nocturnal foe – an owl.
“I’ve got to warn you, there are
animals out there – (a lot) of them,”
he said.
For “Cash Cab,” Bailey had to become a licensed taxi-driver. However, being a taxi-driver in one of the
most notorious locations for bumper

to bumper traffic isn’t all it’s cracked
up to be. “Road rage is real,” he said.
He went on to recount an almostaltercation with a hotheaded electrician in a Manhattan traffic jam. After incessant honking and exchanged
middle fingers, the electrician learned
the hard way not to mess with a
game show host with his own police
detail. After the disagreement, all Bailey wanted to do was release his pentup anger and say, “Do you know how
many people get kicked out of the cab
without using their ‘Shout-Outs’?”
“I know I seem like a nice fellow on
‘Cash Cab,’ but that’s editing,” he said.
On the contrary, Bailey is a man who is
not afraid to laugh at himself and stuck
around after the performance to meet
and greet fans.
For his strangest fare, Bailey said
he once had a heavyset man wearing a
bright purple bunny suit topped off with
matching high heels. Even though the
passenger was comfortable enough with
Bailey to keep calling him ‘babe,’ he opted not to play the game. “It’s one thing
to be walking down the street in a rabbit
costume, but I guess being on a television
game show is another,” Bailey said.
Bailey also said that one time a contestant asked him if anyone had ever
pulled a gun on him in the cab. Bailey said her question didn’t become
an issue until the girl kept repeating herself, and that was when they
checked her bag.
Recently, Bailey won the Daytime
Emmy for “Outstanding Game Show
Host.” Although Bailey had been
nominated in 2008 and 2009, it was
the first time that Bailey took home
the award. Earlier in the day, Bailey
had injured his back and was in serious pain to the point where he ended up wearing sneakers with his tux to
the awards ceremony. A guy came up
to him and told him that he liked his
look. “It’s not a fashion statement –
I’m in pain,” Bailey said.
Next up for Bailey is his new standup special, which will premiere on
Comedy Central in October. Bailey
will also make a guest-appearance on
the new season of “30 Rock,” where
he plays himself, equipped with the
‘Cash Cab.’
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Ben Bailey the host of Discovery Channel's Cash Cab talks about the
common remarks he gets from fans Thursday in the Doudna Fine Arts
Center's Dvorak Concert Hall. Comedian Tim Sullivan also opened for
Bailey Thursday night.

Cameron Aldrich, a freshman music education major, attended the
show.
“Because Ben’s hilarious, plus I’ve
never been to a comedy show,” Aldrich said.
Tim Mack, a sophomore education major, had seen Bailey’s standup previous to the show and was not
disappointed.
Comedian Tim Sullivan opened for
Bailey. One of his most memorable
punch lines was: “The best job I ever

had was unemployment.”
Bailey ended the show with a salute
to the crowd.
Bailey said his favorite part of a
show is the audience.
“You get the energy back from
(the audience). It’s a little bit of
rush.”
Samantha Bilharz
& Shelley Holmgren
can be reached at 581-7942
or dennewsdesk@gmail.com

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Board to approve labor agreements, NCAA certification
Process occurs
every ten years
By Shelley Holmgren
Administration Editor

Labor agreements and Eastern’s
National Collegiate Athletic Association re-certification will be discussed at the Board of Trustees
meeting today.
Athletic Director Barbara Burke
will address the board on the progress of the university’s re-certification progress.
Burke said the process takes place
every ten years and the athletic department has been preparing since

last September for this review.
The NCAA conducts its process
by three operating principles: governance and commitment to rules, academic integrity and gender/diversity issues, and well being of the student athlete.
President William Perry has appointed a steering committee to the
task of preparing the university for
this review.
T h i s c o m m i t t e e , l e d by Ji l l
Owen, is comprised of personnel
from governance, faculty, staff, student-athletes, alums and community supporters.
“We feel like we’ve done a substantial job of staying up to standards,” Burke said.

“We feel like we’ve done a substantial
job of staying up to standards”
Barbara Burke, athletic director

The final decision will be delivered to Perry in February 2011.
The Board will also determine
the approval of the new labor agreements both the Teamsters Local #26
and Painters District Council #58
unions.
Spokesperson Vicki Woodard
said union contracts with the university are re-evaluated approximately every three years.

The Teamsters union, which is
composed of 15 employees, and the
Painters District Council with 18
employees, are set to receive 1 percent wage increase across the board.
If approved, The Teamsters contract will be effective as of July 1
and the Painters District Council’s
will be effective as of May 1 of this
year and continue through April 30,
2013.

Woodard said the university has
a total of 10 bargaining units in its
employ.
Cynthia Nichols, Director of the
Office of Civil Rights & Diversity ,
will also give her Annual Report on
Title IX Compliance at the meeting.
In conjunction with the Board of
Trustee meeting will be the ribboncutting ceremony for the textbook
rental center held at 11 a.m.
The Board of Trustees meeting is
at 1 p.m. today in the Grand Ballroom.
Shelley Holmgren can be
reached at 581-7942
or at meholmgren@eiu.edu
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EIU weather
TODAY

SATURDAY

Mostly Sunny
High: 75°
Low: 50°

Mostly sunny
High: 71°
Low: 51°

For more weather visit castle.eiu.edu/weather.
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If you have corrections or tips, please call:

217•581•7942
or fax us at:

217•581•2923
Printed
by Eastern Illinois University
on soy ink and recycled paper.
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1802 Buzzard Hall,
Eastern Illinois University
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what's on tap
FRIDAY

TUESDAY

TUESDAY

11:30 a.m. Ribbon cutting
Eastern will be holding an official ribbon-cutting for the new
Textbook Rental Service building
at 975 Edgar Drive. Community residents are welcome to attend
along with Eastern students, faculty and staff.

4:30 p.m. Graduate meeting
Graduate leaders in the College of Sciences will meet to discuss
the national Council of Graduate
Schools' summits in Washington
D.C. during spring 2010. Located
in the 1895 Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

ALL DAY
Deadline to drop a course with
no grade, drop hours and not be
charged and withdraw from the
university or reduce load for a full
refund of tuition and fees.

8 p.m. Teach me Tuesday
Come learn how to Tango at
this free University Board event.
Located on the east side of the
University Ballroom in Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

4 p.m. One
Come meet Jacquelyn Frank in
Blair Hall, room 2165, and learn
about current research in gerontology. This event is $20 for Academy
of Lifetime Learning members and
$35 for nonmembers. For more
information or to register, call the
School of Continuing Education
at 581-5114.
If you want to add a campus clip,
please e-mail dennewsdesk@gmail.
com or call 581-7942.

ONLINE TEASERS

Blog: Health

Podcast: Cash comedy

Find out what DEN online reporter James
Roedl has to say about the health benefits of
swimming for both weight loss and general fitness.

Did you miss Ben Bailey's performance
Thursday night? Check out Chris O'Driscoll's
podcast at DENNews.com.

Eating around
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About
The Daily Eastern News is produced by the students of Eastern Illinois
University. It is published daily Monday through Friday, in Charleston, Ill.,
during fall and spring semesters and twice weekly during the summer
term except during university vacations or examinations. One copy per
day is free to students and faculty. Additional copies can be obtained
for 50 cents each in the Student Publications Office in Buzzard Hall.
The Daily Eastern News is a member of The Associated Press, which is entitled to exclusive use of all articles appearing in this publication.
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Corrections
The Daily Eastern News is committed to accuracy in its coverage of the
news. Any factual error the staff finds, or is made aware of by its readers, will be corrected as promptly as possible. Please report any factual error you find by e-mail, phone, campus mail or in person.
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Freshman business major Chelsea Zenner receives a bracelet for progressive dinner from dining hall worker Erin Holcomb Thursday at Thomas
Hall. For a single swipe students could travel between dining halls for different courses.

EIU History Lesson

September 3
2008

2002

1974

Eastern gets a mixed response to instituting the Turning
Point Response Card system. The “clickers” are used for taking attendance, quizzes and tests. Some students complained
about additional cost while some professors praised the system’s ability to gauge student knowledge beforehand.
Student Body President Alison Mormino for the 2003-04
year planned on holding student forums and wanted to make
Registered Student Organizations more visible on campus.
Mormino wanted to increase student involvement on campus.
More than 300 women participated in intercollegiate
sports on campus. This was slightly less than the number
of men participating in intercollegiate sports, but was an all
time high. Coach Helen Riley praised this, but noted that the
uneven distribution of the athletic budget which could use
improvement.

C ampus

News Editor
Kayleigh Zyskowski
217 • 581 • 7942
DENnewsdesk@gmail.com
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Islamic tradition welcome to students Operation:

Lock your
doors

By Kayleigh Zyskowski
News Editor

Students from any culture or
religion are invited to the Juma
prayer today at 1 p.m. in the
Cultural Center.
The prayer is an Islamic tradition and takes place every Friday.
“Muslims pray five times a
day, everyday, but on Friday’s our
afternoon prayer is replaced with
a centralized prayer,” said Shaukat Sheikh, a second year graduate student for communication
studies and technology.

“Knowledge
creates a
better cultural
understand to
let everybody
come see what
we do and to
learn.”
Shaukat Sheikh,
graduate student

Within the religion, they pray
at dawn, afternoon, midday, evening and night.
However, on Friday the regular afternoon prayer does not occur.
“Everyone makes a bigger effort to come and attend the community prayer,” Sheikh said. “Its
an opportunity to get together

By Steven Puschmann
Staff Reporter

The residence halls tested Eastern students living in the halls Wednesday at midnight to see if
students locked their doors or not.
Resident Assistants on each floor checked to
see if the students had their door locked or unlocked by turning the doorknob.
If the student’s door was locked, the RA slid
a piece of paper under the door saying “Sweet
Dreams.” If the student did not lock their door,
a piece of paper saying “Nightmare” was slipped
underneath the door.

FILE PHOTO | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Shaukat Sheikh, a communication studies graduate student, addresses the congregation during Juma,
an Islamic prayer service in the Cultural Center on Sept. 25, 2009. The Juma prayer is a weekly congregational prayer observed by Muslim students and faculty.

and centralize.”
Before prayer, Muslims wudoo, which is a cleaning up process.
“For every prayer we stay
clean,” Sheikh said. “We go to
clean up, we wash our hands,
nose, head, mouth, arms and
feet.”
After the wudoo, a call for
prayer is done called the Adhan
and the prayer begins.
Islamic prayers are completed
in units called rakats.
While the different prayers
have different numbers of rakats,

the Juma consists of two.
After the rakats, one educates
everyone with a sermon, or a
khutba.
“The Koran is used in comparison with the Hadith during the
sermon,” Sheikh said.
The Hadith is a set of books
filled with narrations of Muhammad, the Islamic prophet.
It is an important tool for understanding the Koran, Sheikh
said.
The prayer is ended with a
Dua.
“In the Dua, we ask for things,

such as peace,” Sheikh said.
Classes and individuals are
invited to observe the prayer;
however, if a class would like to
come, prior contact is requested.
“We want to enable people to
understand what we want and
what we have,” Sheikh said.
“Knowledge creates a better
cultural understanding to let everybody come see what we do
and to learn.”
Kayleigh Zyskowski can be
reached at 581-7942
or kzyskowski@eiu.edu

HOMECOMING

Vegas homecoming theme hits jackpot
By Sara Hall
Staff Reporter

When trying to come up with
this year’s homecoming theme,
Eastern’s homecoming board has
hit the jackpot. The theme this
year is “EIU Bets on Blue.”
“We are going to be playing
off the Las Vegas-type fun shows
and the overall Vegas atmosphere,” said Kendall Jackson, a
junior and Homecoming Chair.
The week’s events will kick
off on Monday, Oct.18 with the
“Casino Royale” coronation ceremony. Tuesday’s activities will
include “Luck of the Draw” Tshirt swap, the Bleed Blue blood
drive and Dodge for Dimes.
Wednesday, students can attend “Lucky Lanes” bowling,
along with the “Panthers Rock
Cafe” campus picnic and fashion
show. Thursday will be the Up
All Night “Full House Always
Wins!” Friday will include the
“In It to Win It” march down,
“Yell Like Hell” and pep rally
will take place.
The celebratory events will
conclude on Saturday with the
“ Vi va L a Pa n t h e r” p a n c a k e
breakfast, a 2.5K race and parade, the Kick-Off and tailgating and the football game where
the Panthers will take on Murray State.
Chair-Elect Nike Ogunbodede will assist Jackson. Together they oversee the subcommittees: activities, elections, coronation, Panther Pride, kickoff, pa-

“We are going to be playing
off he Las Vegas-type fun
shows and the overall Vegas
atmosphere.”
Kendall Jackson, homecoming chair

rade, publicity and community
relations.
“ We b o t h w o r k t o g e t h e r
hand-in-hand,” Jackson said.
“We make sure the committees
do what they have to do to make
homecoming run smoothly,” he
said.
To put on homecoming, funds
are needed.
To obtain these funds, the
homecoming board must go to
apportionment board, which
Jackson said awards funds based
on last year’s costs.
The homecoming board will
also be selling spirit shirts to the
campus and the community for
$5 each to help supplement the
budget.
Preparing for this year’s homecoming was a challenge for the
board because they have been
working with an incomplete
staff; however, many people have
recently shown interest.
Jackson went through applications and did a series of interviews looking to add more people to the board.
Jackson is still actively seeking
help, though.

“Ever y position could use
some filling,” Jackson said. “We
are always looking to get more
people.”
Since the board has such a
short staff, Alyssa Anderson, a
senior and first year vice chair
for University Board, said everyone is pitching in all areas of
preparation.
“We have a strong committee
members that can multitask,”
she said. “They can work in every aspect of homecoming.”
The board will also be receiving assistance from the Greek
organizations on campus. Each
fraternity or sorority will run an
activity centralized around the
Las Vegas theme.
They will receive points for
working these events, and these
points will be tallied at the end
of homecoming.
Despite having a shortened
staff, the board is not behind
schedule because they have had
plenty of time to prepare.
“We start planning in spring
semester of the year before,” Anderson said. “Because there are
many events in one week, plan-

ning this far in advance is so
helpful. It takes a lot of stress off
in the fall.”
Even with the months of
preparation, the weeks leading
up to homecoming still prove to
be stressful for the board.
“ We u n d e r s t a n d t h a t i t’s
crunch time and that we need
to pick up the slack. The graduates and student life office are
a huge help, though,” Jackson
said.
Still, homecoming is a fun
time for everyone, especially for
the people running the event.
Krystina Lamorte, a junior
and first year Chair of University Board, especially enjoys
helping with the planning. “(I
like) coming up with the theme
and seeing how it’s all going to
piece together.
Getting centralized this year
around the Las Vegas theme is
very cool.”
Ultimately the board has high
hopes for this year’s homecoming. Lamorte said she hopes to
see school spirit and campus
unity.
“I hope that everyone comes
out to at least one or two events,
especially going to the homecoming game,” Jackson said.
“It gets the football team excited. (I hope) students partake in these events because the
team needs our support.”
Sara Hall can be reach
at 581-7943
or smhall3@eiu.edu

“I always make sure
to lock my door...you
never know what can
really happen...”
Erika Workman, Lawson Hall resident

This exercise was done as a way to encourage
students to lock their doors and to promote safety in the residence halls.
“When I woke up in the morning to find the
piece of paper on the floor I was a little surprised
because I thought it was odd, but also smart at
the same time,” said Zoe Petersen, a freshman living at Lawson Hall.
Many students said this exercise was a good
way to promote locking the doors of rooms. Students had the same reaction to finding the slip of
paper in their room when they woke up.
In the case of freshman Erika Workman, a resident of Lawson Hall, it reminds her of the risk of
not locking the door.
“I always make sure to lock my door when I
am away or even when I am inside my dorm because you never know what can really happen,
what if it is not an RA testing you and it is something worse,” Workman said.
Some students think that even with the exercise to promote safety and security, the resident
halls are already secure as is.
Students of Andrews Hall 5th floor agree. The
security procedures of not getting into the building but getting onto the floors is already a task
as it is.
“To get anywhere in the building, it is almost
like you need a key, there is only one floor you
can go to in the building and that is your floor,”
said Abby Baker, a freshman in Andrews Hall.
Baker’s roommate, freshman Madeline Howe,
agreed with Baker’s thoughts about the residence
hall security.
“I’m not afraid of anyone breaking into our
dorm because we feel like we can trust people on
our floor and trust the hall security,” Howe said.
Steven Puschmann can be reached
at 581-7943 or at srpuschmann@eiu.edu

BRIEFS

Science fiction
movie filming
on campus
Staff Report

Saturday afternoon Pemberton Hall will be
used for filming for a movie, “Rag Doll.”
The film is a science fiction piece based on
a legend of a local cemetery and a serial killer.
Filming will start at 1 p.m. in the interior of
the building, and then move to the exterior.
This will be the first project of Mountain
Wind Productions. The guests will consist of
four crewmembers and six actors.
No rooms will be used.

O piniOns
The DAILY
EASTERN NEWS

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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For the love of Illinois, let’s vote right
Living in Illinois all my life, it is a shame to see
my home state in the condition it is currently in.
It seems as if Illinois has almost become a dumping ground for everything from crooked politicians
to carbon waste.
I was overjoyed to see the people stand up
against FutureGen only to find out that the federal government was taking matters into their own
hands.
Now not only do we not get the factory, but
they are going to run over a hundred miles of pipeline to Mattoon and dump the byproduct there
anyway. On top of that just when we thought we
were getting over the corruption that George H.
Ryan took us through, we find ourselves dealing
with yet again another crooked governor.
I’m all about considering a person to be innocent until proven guilty, but it is not looking to
good for former governor Rob Blagojevich.
What I don’t understand is why they get special
treatment after being convicted?
My feelings are that we should take them from
town square to town square and tar and feather

Julian Russell
them.
George Ryan is in a huge prison cell, which is
more like an apartment and he even gets waited
on. Someone who fooled the entire state of Illinois,
took major responsibilities and flushed them down
the tubes deserves a smaller cell if you ask me.
Not to mention that Dick Durbin wanted
George Ryan to be released because his wife was
sick. I do not see any other prisoners getting that
sort of special treatment and neither should Ryan.
One can only hope that the next election will
bring a breath of fresh air for the state of Illinois.
We are in dire need of a leader.

A person who cares more about his or her home
state, rather than a crook trying to make a dollar
any way possible.
I’m crossing my fingers on this one and holding
my breath all the same.
We are not the only state with problems obviously, but I am willing to bet that we are near the
top of the list. I urge everyone to take this next
election seriously.
Study up on the candidates and maybe we can
elect someone who is ready to be a responsible politician. Our politicians aren’t thinking of our best
interests, therefore we need to ask what we can do
for the best interest in not only our state, but also
ourselves.
Hopefully the shameful legacy of Blagojevich
will be the last chapter in the long history book of
corruption that is the tale of the great state of Illinois.
Julian Russell is a senior communications
major and can be reached at 581-7942 or
DENopinions@gmail.com

FROM THE EASEL

The United States of America was founded on
religious freedom.
Some of the earliest settlers in this country traveled across the Atlantic Ocean to avoid religious
persecution by the English government.
The First Amendment of the United States
protects numerous freedoms that have become a
symbol of the United States including freedom
of speech, freedom of the press and freedom of
assembly. A freedom some Americans are forgetting these days is the freedom of religion.
The letter to the editor in today’s issue demonstrates the lack of understanding of the Islamic religion. The protest of the mosque near ground zero
of the Sept. 11 attacks demonstrates the lack of
understanding about the first amendment.
The first amendment guarantees the free exercise of religion, even for religions a person does not
choose to follow. It does not say a person has to
ILLUSTR ATION BY ALESHA BAILEY | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
follow or approve of another’s faith, but all Americans should respect the right of others to exercise
their religion of choice.
The Daily Eastern News editorial staff believes in
the first amendment, which is why the staff chose
to run today’s letter to the editor. The staff does
not agree with it but respects the persons right to
say it. Not to mention some of it is factually inacBy Courney Bruner
By Kayleigh Zyskowski
curate.
Associate News Editor
News Editor
Condemning the entire Muslim faith for the
I really want a Nook, which is Barnes and Noble’s version of AmaSo many people are jumping on the bandwagon for e-books; howSept. 11 attacks is completely ludicrous. Islam is a
zon’s Kindle. In other words, it’s a way to read books electronically.
ever, I will not be one of them. Call me old fashioned, but I would
faith based on peace and understanding, the terGranted, it’s $150 to $200 to buy one, but Christmas is coming up
much rather have an actual book with actual pages I can touch.
rorists who carried out the attacks were a radical
in a few months though, right?
The idea of an electronic book seems to be a cheap version of a
sect.
But, think about all it does.
classic idea.
Not allowing a mosque near ground zero is
I can have access to thousands of books with just the push of a button
Reading has always been one of my favorite pasttimes and I cancompletely racist and the editorial staff believes
anywhere there is internet access which includes most of campus. You
not imagine spending a night curled up with a metal piece of techthat in the end logic will prevail and the mosque
can look up books and within seconds have it right in front of you.
nology instead of the work of a brilliant author sitting in my lap.
will be built.
Blaming the entire religion and an entire peoAnd then, books take up space. A Nook can store up to 1,500 books
One of my favorite buildings in my hometown is the pubon it and you can buy a memory card for it if you need more. You have lic library. The smells, the architecture, not to mention the shelves
ple for the Sept. 11 attacks, is like condemning
to have a whole library in your house for the amount of books you can
and shelves of books calling out to be read all add to an experience
all Christians for the acts of the Westboro Baptist
have on a Nook, which around the size of one thin chapter book.
unlike any other.
Church. A church that pickets funerals for homoYou can also customize it with pictures and covers. It even holds files
Though space and money can be saved with e-books, these pieces
sexuals and veterans.
as well.
of technology cannot replace books on a shelf in my eyes.
A person cannot condemn an entire faith
E-books are also generally cheaper than hardcover books and do not
Books lined back-to-back with their spines showing the title,
because of the actions of a few people within the
have shipping charges if you order a book online. For example, Suzanne author and publisher is a romantic idea I am simply not willing to
religion. The United States prides itself on being
Collin’s novel “Mockingjay” is $10.52 for the hardcover and only $8.03 give up.
a land of opportunity, a land of expression and a
for the electronic version.
The feel of an old book that has been checked out 47 times since
land of freedom.
While the physical aspect of holding a book is appealing, a Nook is so 1963 is simply something I would miss if an e-book were to replace
As Americans, it is the duty of the people to
much easier and so much cooler.
my library.
expect the same rights we are given to apply to
every single other citizen of our country.
The staff does not agree with what was written LET TER TO THE EDITOR
American people are caring and loving peoI have been warning the people about Mus
Mus- soon, that is the law of the Muslims!
in the letter, but the staff stands by his right to say
ple to everyone! This is not the place for the
Muslim Obama has endorsed the terrorlim Obama for over three years! President
it. The staff also stands by freedom of religion and
mosque, build it somewhere else in New York
ist mosque near the Sept. 11 site! This is an
Obama is not just a Muslim but also the Anbelieves racism will not end until everyone learns
City!
abomination to God! This is an abomination
tichrist in the holy Bible in Revelation, chapto respect one another.
In God we trust is our spiritual battle-cry to
to the 3,000 brave people killed on Sept. 11
ter 13! Muslim Obama has shut the White
MESSAGE FROM EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
our last breathe for the glory of God! May the
by Muslim terrorists.
House door to the Christians! But Muslim
God of Israel bless this great land called the
The $100 million is coming from terrorists
Obama has opened the door of the White
The Daily Eastern News would like to apologize
United States of America!
to build this mosque! This is a sign of Muslim
House for his Muslim friends!
for the error in Thursday’s story about Ryan Mazauthority with land near the ground zero site
Antichrist Obama will change the times,
gay’s death.
George Culley
that they are the winners here.!
season and laws for Muslims! Muslim Obama
The ending of the story should have read: “The
Pinckneyville, Ill.
The 3,000 people did not die in vain!
will start Sharia Law in the United States
Lombard Police Department did not have a statement Wednesday.”
Letters to the editor can be submitted at any time on any topic to the Opinions
Letters to the editor can be brought in with identification to The DEN at 1811
The death of any student showers grief on the
Editor to be published in The Daily Eastern News.
Buzzard Hall.
entire campus community.
The DEN’s policy is to run all letters that are not libelous or potentially harmful.
Letters may also be submitted electronically from the author’s EIU e-mail address
Our condolences go out to the Mazgay’s famiThey must be less than 250 words.
to DENopinions@gmail.com.
ly and friends.
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Oil platform explodes off Chicago gangs to cop:
You’re not playing fair
La. coast; crew rescued
By the Associated Press

By The Associated Press

An oil platform exploded and
burned off the Louisiana coast
Thursday, the second such disaster in the Gulf of Mexico in less
than five months. This time, the
Coast Guard said there was no
leak, and no one was killed.
The Coast Guard initially reported that an oil sheen a mile
long and 100 feet wide had begun to spread from the site of the
blast, about 200 miles west of the
source of BP’s massive spill. But
hours later, Coast Guard Cmdr.
Cheri Ben-Iesau said crews were
unable to find any spill.
The company that owns the
platform, Houston-based Mariner Energy, did not know what
caused the explosion.
Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal
said Mariner officials told him
there were seven active produc-

tion wells on the platform, and
they were shut down shortly after the fire broke out.
Jindal said the company told
him the fire began in 100 barrels of light oil condensate, but
officials did not know yet what
sparked the flames.
The Coast Guard said Mariner
Energy reported the oil sheen. In
a public statement, the company said an initial flyover did not
show any oil.
Photos from the scene showed
at least five ships floating near
the platform. Three of them were
shooting great plumes of water
onto the machinery. Light smoke
could be seen drifting across the
deep blue waters of the gulf.
By late afternoon, the fire on
the platform was out.
The platform is in about 340
feet of water and about 100 miles
south of Louisiana’s Vermilion

Bay. Its location is considered
shallow water, much less than the
approximately 5,000 feet where
BP’s well spewed oil and gas for
three months after the April rig
explosion that killed 11 workers.
Responding to any oil spill in
shallow water would be much
easier than in deep water, where
crews depend on remote-operated vehicles to access equipment
on the sea floor.
A Homeland Security update obtained by The Associated
Press said the platform was producing 58,800 gallons of oil and
900,000 cubic feet of gas per day.
The platform can store 4,200 gallons of oil.
White House press secretary
Robert Gibbs said the administration has “response assets ready
for deployment should we receive reports of pollution in the
water.”

Rapper T.I. comeback could
be derailed with drug arrest
By The Associated Press

After finishing a sentence for
weapons charges earlier this year,
T.I. was poised to have the comeback of the fall.
The multiplatinum rapper
starred in the nation’s No. 1 movie, recently married his longtime
girlfriend, taped a music special
for VH1 and was wrapping up
a new album. But after an arrest
Wednesday in California, there
are questions about whether he’s
returning to the music charts —
or prison.
The Grammy-winning hitmaker, who is on three years of
probation, was taken into custody with wife Tameka “Tiny”
Cottle on suspicion of possessing methamphetamines after police pulled over their Maybach
in West Hollywood. They were
released on $10,000 bail early
Thursday.
While charges have yet to be
filed, the case has the potential to
put one of music’s top names in
behind bars yet again.
“We’re not making any observations at this time,” said Ed Garland, a defense attorney for T.I.
“This is an unfortunate occurrence, and we do not know what
the outcome will be.”

His music label, Atlantic Records, also said it “would be premature to speculate about the
current situation given that there
is an ongoing investigation of this
matter.”

“This is an
unfortunate
occurrence,
and we do not
know what
the outcome
will be”
Ed Garland, defense
attorney

Known as the “King of the
South,” T.I is a top name in hiphop, and pop. Born as Clifford
Harris, he sold millions of albums
since his debut and racked up hits
like “Whatever You Like” and “U
Don’t Know Me.” He also had
top collaborations with artists including Rihanna, Jay-Z and Justin Timberlake.
But his celebrated career was
put in jeopardy in 2007 when he
was caught trying to buy semiau-

tomatic weapons on the way to
a BET Awards show. The Atlanta rapper, who has served time for
drug and other offenses, pleaded guilty to weapons charges and
served seven months in an Arkansas prison and three months in a
halfway house in Georgia.
He was ordered not to commit another federal, state or local
crime while on supervised release,
or to illegally possess a controlled
substance. He was also told to take
at least three drug tests after his release and to participate in a drug
and alcohol treatment program.
T.I. didn’t appear to need government intervention to stay out
of trouble. The rapper talked of a
new, positive start: He spoke to
kids about the dangers of drugs
and guns, and former United Nations Ambassador Andrew Young
was one of his supporters. As he
prepared for his most recent sentence, the rapper starred in the
MTV reality show, “T.I.’s Road
to Redemption: 45 Days to Go.”
“Right now, it’s all about moving forward and just acknowledging the blessing that are here today. ... Just moving past the regrets of yesterday — the things
that could’ve been done better,”
T.I. told The Associated Press in
July.

Calling the Chicago police chief's ultimatum to stop restoring to violence a waste of
time, current and former members of some
of the city's most notorious street gangs held
an unlikely news conference on Thursday to
send their own message to police: You're not
playing fair.
Representatives of the Traveling Vice
Lords, Four Corner Hustlers and other gangs gathered before TV cameras on a
park building portico and bemoaned a recent message police Superintendent Jody
Weis gave to reputed gang leaders at what
has been billed as a "gang summit" — that
if gangs don't stop the killings, police will
go after their leaders.
"Is it possible for one person to micromanage a group?" Vice Lords gang member
Jim Allen asked reporters, wearing a black
baseball cap with the words, "Mess with the
Best, Die like the Rest." ''We will not be responsible for anyone's actions but our own."
Former gang member Reginald Berry Sr.
said police would be better off if gang members were given job offers instead of threats
of jail time.
"The problem with them is they're giving
us an ultimatum — 'quit!' instead of alternatives," he said. Members of gangs ought to be
told, "Get off the corner selling these bags,
and come to this construction site and pick
up this brick."
Weis is facing mounting criticism from
leaders across the city and state — including
Gov. Pat Quinn — for holding the unpublicized Aug. 17 meeting, even though several police departments across the country have
relied on similar approaches for decades to
help reduce crime.
Some reputed gang members said they
were surprised to see Weis at the meeting after being told by their parole officers to show
up. Many were visibly angry, with some even
leaving the meeting.

Convening gang members under false
pretenses undermined any possible effectiveness of the meeting, Allen, 32, told reporters.
"Their words and actions are null and
void — because it was all a trick," he said.
Weis has said prosecutors at the Aug. 17
meeting, which was first reported by the
Chicago Sun-Times, threatened attendees
that they could be charged under the Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act if killings were traced back to gangs
with members attending the meeting. The
federal law, commonly known as RICO,
provides stiffer penalties for acts performed
as part of a criminal organization such as the
Mafia.
The police chief has defended the initiative with the support of Mayor Richard M.
Daley and U.S. Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald, who likened Weis’ approach to his office
holding parolee forums to warn people leaving prison that they’ll be watched.
Weis also doesn’t buy the notion gang
leaders are powerless to stem violence by
their auxiliaries.
“You have the ability to influence people
within your sphere,” Weis told The Associated Press on Wednesday. “You guys are in the
position to stop the killing.”
Though Chicago’s homicide rate has mirrored national trends and dropped significantly since the 1990s to 460 last year, the
number of brazen shootings have escalated this year. Four police officers have been
killed in the line of duty this year, and on
Wednesday, two cops were shot and injured
while serving a warrant on suspected gang
members.
Daley seemed to shrug off the gang members’ media offensive, telling reporters earlier
Thursday that, “Everybody complains about
the police. But again, it’s America. You can
complain about anything.”
Later, some of the current and ex-gang
members turned community activists complained about Daley.

Illinois prison chief steps
down after controversy
By The Associated Press

Illinois' prison chief, who became a political liability to Gov. Pat Quinn during an
election year because of a secret prisoner release program he oversaw, is stepping down,
the governor said Thursday.
Corrections Director Michael Randle is
resigning as of Sept. 17. He will return to
Ohio, where he had been assistant director of
the state prison system, to run a community correctional facility in Cleveland for a notfor-profit agency. He will be taking a huge
pay cut.
Randle's departure comes after a review
last month of the early release program that
found the corrections department didn't
consider possible dangers to the public when

it tried to save money by letting prisoners out
early, including some who were violent.
Quinn canceled MGT Push — named for
the "meritorious good time" that was granted to prisoners — after The Associated Press
revealed the program's existence last fall. By
then, some 1,700 inmates had been granted
early release, including hundreds of prisoners
with records of violence.
Quinn, a Democrat who’s is running for
his first full term as governor, heaped most of
the blame on Randle, and Randle confirmed
that Quinn had ordered that violent offenders not be part of the program.
“He did some good things here in Illinois. I honor those. You know, we had a big
mistake that was made and was corrected,”
Quinn told reporters Thursday.
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ROC Fest in works
C AMPUS

Scheduled events
for coming weeks
By Sara Hall
Staff Reporter

Plans for a multitude of events are
underway for the Residence Hall Association as well as the residence halls in
the coming weeks. On Thursday, representatives from RHA met in Stevenson Hall for their first meeting of the semester.
One main event sponsored by RHA
this fall is the Residents On Campus
Fest occurring Sept. 27 through Oct.1.
Activities for ROC Fest will include a
scavenger hunt and bingo.
Shannon Davis, president of National Residence Hall Honorary, announced
the plans for Breast Cancer Awareness
Week where they will be selling shirts
around campus. Each residence hall
representative gave a report on recent
events in their halls. Douglas
Hall had a ‘Bags and BBQ’ tournament and Carman, Andrews, Lincoln,
McKinney, Taylor, Lawson, Stevenson, Thomas and Weller Halls had ice
cream socials this past week to welcome
students. In the coming weeks the residence halls host a variety of events ranging from a Rubber Lovers meeting and
banana splits social to a stoplight party
between Andrews and Thomas Hall.
Mark Hudson, director of University Housing and Dining, stressed the importance of RHA meetings.
“(These meetings) serve as an im-

portant function. They are the student’s
voice about what’s working and they
help keep the community alive,” he said.
“RHA is fun; it gives a sense of connection.”
Hudson also talked about the recent
renovations done to Stevenson’s dining
center, which will be open Tuesday.
Hudson said he appreciates the patience students have given.
“I hope students will like it and come
over to check it out,” Hudson said.
During the meeting, Jake Nees, RHA
president, made note of the group’s
website. He said the site has dates of upcoming meetings and events.
Nees also encouraged attendees to
check out RHA’s Facebook &Listserve
pages. He said the representatives can
use these websites to stay informed.
“We can use these websites to communicate with each other,” Nees said.
“It’s also an awesome way to get to
know each other.”
At the beginning of the meeting,
Dondre Keeler, vice president of RHA,
discussed the importance of membership cards.
“It’s a great way for the (executive)
board to put a name to a face and know
more about everyone,” Keeler said.
He also encouraged members to sign
up for committees.
“You can take a step up as a leader,”
Keeler said.
Sara Hall can be reached
at 581-7942
or smhall3@eiu.edu

First chaplain killed since Vietnam

By The Associated Press

DENVER — A chaplain killed
in Afghanistan this week was the
first Army clergyman killed in action since the Vietnam War, the
military said Thursday.
Capt. Dale Goetz of the 4th Infantry Division at Fort Carson,
Colo., was among five soldiers
killed by an improvised bomb on
Monday.
Before Goetz, the last Army
chaplain to die in action was Phillip Nichols, who was killed by
a concealed enemy explosive in
Vi e t n a m i n Oc t o b e r o f 1 9 7 0 ,
said Chaplain Carleton Birch, a
spokesman for the Army chief of
chaplains.
The Air Force said none of its
chaplains were killed later than
1970.
A s p o k e s m a n f o r t h e Na v y
Chaplain Corps, which also provides clergy to the Marines, didn't
immediately return a phone call.
Goetz, 43, listed his hometown
as White, S.D. He once served
there as pastor of First Baptist
Church, the Argus-Leader in Sioux
Falls, S.D., reported.
Goetz, his wife and their three
sons recently joined High Country Baptist Church in Colorado
Springs, where Fort Carson is located, the newspaper reported.
A church spokeswoman referred

“Traveling in a war zone is very
risky business... Chaplains will
continue to go where soldiers are
on the battlefield to minister to
their soldiers.”
Carleton Birch, spokesman for Army chief of chaplains

questions to the Army on Thursday, and Army officials declined
to comment, citing the family's
wishes.
Officials said Goetz had hitched
a ride on a resupply convoy when
he was killed.
The Army has more than 2,800
chaplains, including those in the
Guard and Reserve.
More than 400 are in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
Birch said chaplains are considered noncombatants and don't
carry weapons, but they are accompanied by a chaplain's assistant, a soldier who is armed.
A chaplain's assistant, Staff Sgt.
Christopher Stout of Worthville,
Ky., was killed in Afghanistan in
July, Birch said.
Chaplains don't go on combat
patrols but do go onto battlefields
to conduct services and counsel sol-

diers, Birch said.
"Many of those places where they
travel are very dangerous," he said.
Army chaplains go through their
own training, which includes combat survival skills, Birch said. They
don't go through the same training
that enlisted personnel or officers do.
Birch said commanders in Afghanistan would decide whether chaplains'
procedures will be reviewed or revised
after Goetz's death.
"Traveling in a war zone is very
risky business .... Chaplains will
continue to go where soldiers are on
the battlefield to minister to their
soldiers," Birch said.
Army Chaplain Tim Vacok was
gravely injured by a roadside bomb
in Iraq in 2006 and died in 2009
from a fall at a Minnesota nursing home, where he was being
cared for because of his war injuries.

NatioN
Wash. woman in acid attack recounts agonizing pain
By The Associated Press

PORTLAND — Bethany Storro
had just bought a pair of sunglasses
and was celebrating a new job when
a woman walked up to her with a
cup and said: "Hey pretty girl, do
you want to drink this?"
The woman then splashed acid in
the cup on Storro, who stumbled in
pain and fell to the ground screaming. She felt agonizing pain as the
skin on her face bubbled and sizzled

and portions of her blouse disintegrated.
"It was the most painful thing
ever," Storro, 28, said Thurs day. "My heart stopped. It ripped
through my clothing the instant
it touched my shirt; I could feel it
burning through my second layer of
skin."
Police are seeking a black woman with a ponytail in the Monday attack as Storro, with her head
wrapped in white bandages, told a

news conference Thursday how only
days before, she had been celebrating a new job and a recent move to
Vancouver, Wash., from Idaho.
But she insisted that she would
not let the attack in Vancouver
wreck her life, and laughingly marveled how her eyesight was spared
just minutes after she bought those
sunglasses.
Storro said she had spinal meningitis twice as a child, which robbed
her of most of her hearing.

"Oh my gosh, to be hard of hearing and blind? That would drive
them nuts," she said, laughing and
pointing at her parents, Joe and
Nancy Neuwelt. "They have to be in
the same room for me to hear them.
I'm just so glad it's a miracle."
Doctors at Legacy Emanuel Hospital in Portland performed surgery
on Storro's face Wednesday night,
removing dead skin from the areas
that were most deeply injured.
Her mother said Storro was get-

ting something out of her car before heading into a Starbucks when
the woman approached her with
the cup. Storro said the woman
was wearing a green top and khaki
pants.
"I have never, ever seen this girl in
my entire life," Storro said. "When I
first saw her, she had this weirdness
about her — like jealousy, rage."
After the attack, the woman ran
off. A passer-by called police using
Storro's cell phone.
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Pearl Harbor marks WWII’s end Dr. Love: pharmacist
has KISS alter ego
PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii —
Don Fosburg recalled friends and
family killed in World War II as he
marked the 65th anniversary of the
end of the conflict on Thursday.
“You start thinking about all the
guys who didn’t make it. I had a cousin who was on Bataan and didn’t survive. His brother was blown up off
the coast of Africa,” said the 84-yearold, who was a radioman aboard the
USS Missouri during the war. “You
start to thinking about the guys that
you knew. You can’t help but do that.
And maybe you think you’re pretty
lucky.”
Fosburg returned to the Missouri
— now a museum moored in Pearl
Harbor — for a ceremony commemorating 6½ decades since Japan formally signed surrender papers on

board the battleship when it was anchored in Tokyo Bay on Sept. 2,
1945.
He remembered the mood being
calmer than some two weeks before
that occasion, on the night of Aug.
15, when sailors cheered and hollered
after a fellow radioman got word Japan had agreed to unconditionally
surrender.
“He woke me up: ‘They’ve accepted the surrender. The war is
over!’ Then it went through the
ship, and it was quite a bit of celebration,” Fosburg said. “It woke everybody up.”
Veterans Secretary Eric Shinseki,
who delivered the keynote address,
hailed the sacrifices of those who
fought on Pacific atolls, European forests and manned supply depots and

refueling stations.
“All great leaders know the mightiest undertakings succeed because of
the strength and courage, determination and sacrifice, of men and women whose names will never be recorded in history books or memorialized
in museums,” said Shinseki, a retired
four-star general.
The Missouri today sits just behind
the USS Arizona, which sank in the
Japanese attack that pushed the U.S.
into the war in 1941. Sen. Daniel Inouye, who was awarded the Medal of
Honor for his heroism in Italy, told
the crowd the two ships are the bookends of World War II.
The Arizona represents the sacrifice
and resilient spirit of the American
people, while the Missouri speaks of
America’s triumphant victory, he said.

LA police ID owner of trunk
containing baby bodies
By The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Investigators
have identified the owner of a trunk
in which the mummified remains of
two babies were found, bringing them
a step closer to solving the intriguing
international mystery.
The owner of the steamer trunk,
abandoned for decades in the basement of an apartment building, was
Janet M. Barrie, a Scottish immigrant
who was born in 1897 and worked as
a nurse in Los Angeles before moving
to Vancouver, where she died, officials
said Thursday.
Confirming her identity will help
investigators as they try to solve the
puzzle of the abandoned remains
found wrapped in sheets and nestled
in doctor bags amid scrunched up
copies of 1930s newspapers.
The coroner’s office has been unable
to determine how the babies died, and
it may never be known why they were
placed in the trunk or who put them
there. DNA tests are currently under
way to see if the babies were related to
each other.
Investigators with the coroner’s office tracked down Barrie’s nieces and
nephews in Canada. The family members have agreed to submit DNA samples to see if they are related to the babies, said a law enforcement official
who asked not to be named because
the investigation was ongoing.
The abandoned trunk was found
Aug. 17 by two women clearing out

an apartment building basement that
was filled with items that accumulated
during years of remodels.
The trunk was like a time capsule
from the 1930s, containing a pearl
necklace, an iron with a thick electric cord, girdle, figurine, books, photos, documents and a cigar box painted with depictions of saints.
The women found the babies when
they peeked into the doctors bags. It is
not known if they had been born alive
or had been miscarried or aborted.
One of them, a girl, was about the
age of a newborn and extremely well
preserved. She had thick brown hair
and her arms lay by her sides while her
legs were folded up to her chest, the
law enforcement official said.
The other baby was much smaller and in worse condition, and could
have been a fetus or born prematurely.
There were no signs of trauma to the
babies.
Speculation was heightened because
the trunk contained Peter Pan memorabilia, and Barrie shared the same initials as the character’s creator, James
M. Barrie, leading some to wonder if
there was a connection.
Police on Thursday ruled out any
immediate links to the Scottish author.
Investigators are working on a number of theories about why someone
would put the babies in a trunk.
Barrie worked as a private nurse in
the home of dentist George Knapp,
mainly looking after his wife Mary
Downs Knapp. After the wife died of

breast cancer in 1964, Barrie married
George Knapp and stayed with him
until his death in 1968.
After her husband’s death, Barrie
moved to Vancouver, where she died
of natural causes in 1995, the law enforcement official said. Her remains
were returned to Los Angeles and were
interred at the Forest Lawn Memorial
Park in Glendale, along with those of
George and Mary Knapp.
It’s possible Barrie had unwanted
children, or perhaps they were babies
she helped deliver in the apartment
building that did not survive.
Los Angeles police Chief Charlie
Beck said it was important to continue
investing resources into the case, even
though it was three-quarters of a century old, because it could turn out the
babies were homicide victims.
“Justice, even when delayed, is still
justice,” Beck said.
The name on the trunk was Jean
Barrie, but investigators established
the owner’s name was Janet after reading letters and postcards from relatives.
Coroner’s investigator Joyce Kato
traced surviving Barrie family members to Canada by studying an online
ancestry database and census forms
and by examining immigration forms
and other items from the trunk.
Several amateur sleuths and genealogy enthusiasts contacted the coroner’s
office to offer help, but much of their
information was based on the name
Jean, not Janet, and turned out to be
wrong, Kato said.

By The Associated Press

MOWEAQUA - Most days, Terry Traster shows up to work at
Moweaqua Pharmacy looking neat,
prim and proper, neck tie firmly in
place and ready to help his customers.
But not today.
Today, he stands 6’5’’ in devilish,
grinning boots and with eyes the color of blood, face painted black and
white, dressed head to foot in armor and leather. Today, the doctor of
pharmacy embodies Gene Simmons,
bass player for his favorite band,
KISS.
Audiences at this year’s Decatur Celebration may remember having seen the KISS devotee among the
crowd at several Celebration shows.
Dressed in costume and towering
over nearly everyone, Traster is tough
to miss.
In addition to his obvious attendance at the two shows by tribute band KISS Army, he could also
be seen in the crowd for performers
like Charlie Daniels and The Man in
Black tribute to Johnny Cash, singing
along to country and rock songs alike.
Traster is nothing if not well-rounded. As both a self-made pharmacist in
a small town and a KISS superfan, he
has to be.
“Some of the people who come in
know I’m such a big fan and have the
costume, but most don’t,” Traster said.
“I like small towns and the small town
lifestyle. I know it sounds weird coming from somebody in a costume like
this, but every day on the way to work
I pray to God - literally pray - that I
will do everything I can for the people
of Moweaqua that day and that I don’t
make any mistakes.”
At 32 years old, Traster wasn’t
around for the height of KISS’s popularity in the 1970s. He had always
been a fan of their music as a child,
but he first got a chance to see the
group in concert in 1996 on the KISS
reunion tour. It was this show that
pushed him over the edge from casual fan to rock disciple.
“They just blew me away,” he said.
“It was like no other band I’ve ever
seen. During the stage show, they
want everybody in the crowd to have a
good time. They want to please you so
badly. Something they’ve said is, ‘We
wanted to be the band that we never
got to see.’ They wanted to leave everybody who came to the concert breathless, and they did.”

It’s time for school and it’s
time to
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Thus began Traster’s quest to assemble his own KISS regalia, and only the
most realistic pieces would do. The full
outfit now worn by Traster is a replica from the band’s “Destroyer” era,
and it’s as accurate as they come, right
down to the hand spikes and studded
cod piece, although the blood-red contact lenses are his own addition. Most
of the costume is an amalgam of leather, plastic and metal studs, which, although lighter than full plate mail, still
weighs quite a bit and can be sweltering on a hot summer day. Even during
a quick interview, the complexity of
the costume gave Traster some trouble,
as the KISS perfectionist jury rigged a
tape solution to a broken boot zipper.
“This figures,” the slightly frustrated Traster said, attempting to zip up
a thigh-high boot covered in metallic scales. “Second time I’ve ever used
these boots, and the zipper breaks.”
The first time was at Celebration,
where Traster became a mini-celebrity overnight. When spotted in the audience for KISS Army or other shows,
people swarmed to Traster to introduce themselves and take photos. Like
an amusement park entertainer, he enjoys posing with children and sharing
his love of KISS with other fans. More
than anything, he tries to pass on an
anti-drug message that resonates with
him both as a pharmacist and a fan of
KISS.
“Gene did everything right in
life, and that’s why he was an idol of
mine,” Traster said. “He went to college and graduated and was a teacher
in New York public schools before becoming a rock star. He did it the right
way. The other thing is this: Gene has
never done drugs, and I have never
done drugs. He tells kids what I tell
everybody: ‘Don’t even try them, it
leads you nowhere.’ That’s one of my
biggest sticking points-I hate bands
that glorify drug use to kids.”
Not everyone around the pharmacist can get on board with the KISS
fandom. While Traster fiddled with
one clasp or another on the complicated costume, his niece Kayla kept
an eye on his 5- and 3-year-old sons,
Taylor and Titan. She admitted she
thought her uncle’s fandom and costume were a little silly.
“I’m not a KISS fan,” she said. “I
get it, but I’m still not a fan.”
Traster’s young sons seemed mostly indifferent to their armor-plated father’s hobby. They’d rather play with
their toys, at least for now.

C lassifieds
Announcements
Attention Education Professors and
Majors: Please peer review/comment
on education articles @
http://www.examiner.
com/x-63890-st-louis-k12-examiner
for jwardeducation@aol.com
__________________________9/15
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For sale

Classic Schwinn Lady’s Bike, Six-Speed
Has Basket and Accessories. Needs TLC
345-7619.
___________________________9/8

Help wanted
Bartending $300 a day potential. No
experience needed. Training available.
800-965-6520 ext. 239.
_________________________12/13

Roommates
Roommate Wanted: Male needed to
sublease 3 bdr. University Village Apt.
immediately $385/mo. rent. Completely furnished, extremely nice. Call
or text 217/663-7726
___________________________9/7
ROOMMATE NEEDED! $300 a month,
1/2 utilities & $200 deposit. Call 217259-5797 ask for Josh
___________________________9/9
Roommate needed for fall to live at
brand new www.BrooklynHeightsEIU.
com Beautiful, spacious 2 BR/2 BA apts.
217-345-5515
___________________________ 00

For rent
Very Clean, Large 5 Bedroom, 2 1/2
Bathroom Apartment available immediately for 1-6 people. $495/person
rent includes utilities, cable, internet
and trash. Close to campus. Semester
leases available. Perfect for December
grads or student teachers. 217-2738828 www.EIUforRent.com
___________________________9/3
Spacious, Very Nice 2 Bedroom available for 2-3 people. Ready for movein. Close to Campus in quiet neighborhood. Perfect for grad students, professors or young couples. Central air
and w/d in unit. 217-273-8828 www.
EIUforRent.com
___________________________9/3
745 6th Street 2 bedroom apt. for rent.
217-345-3754.
___________________________9/3
2011-2012 House for 4 students. Stove,
refrigerator, washer/dryer. 2 blocks
from campus. 1811 11th St. 217-8211970
__________________________9/13
Fall 2012: Houses for 5-7 girls. Located
on 1st & 3rd Street. 10 month leases.
345-5048
___________________________ 00
4 bdrm house, close to EIU. Living
room, dining room, laundry, kitchen,
double lot. Owners both EIU alum.
1012 2nd St. $330/mo. Rich 273-7270,
not a big landlord, responsive to tenants. Fire pit, fenced yard, pet negotiable.
___________________________ 00
2BR 1305 18th - stove, refrig. micro.
Laundry room. Trash pd. $425 single/$250 ea roommates. Ph. 348-7746
___________________________ 00
DON’T PASS IT UP! 3 & 4 BR AT 1812
9th AVAILABLE ASAP! PLEASE CALL
348-0673/549-4011
___________________________ 00
Immediate openings available, 1, 2 & 3
person rates, Tri County Management
Group, Please call 217-348-1479
___________________________ 00
2 BR, 1 BA House: basement, garage,
W/D, A/C, carpeted, range and refrigerator. 345-6021.
_________________________ 00
2 BR Apartment, W/D unit, private back
patio, trash included, 2 blocks from
Lance, available immediately, 1521

For rent
c street, $450 for 1 person, 500 for 2,
217-276-6867 www.littekenrentails.
com
____________________________ 00
VERY NICE 6 BR, 2 BATH HOUSE ON
CAMPUS SIDE OF 2nd STREET. LESS
THAN 1 BLOCK FROM THE REC. CALL
217-493-7559 OR myeiuhome.com
____________________________ 00
6 BR house, 2 kitchens, 2 baths, a/c ,
w/d, 10 mo. lease, off-street parking,
$225 per BR for 6. 273-1395
____________________________ 00
4 BR house, dishwasher, w/d, 1 1/2
baths, a/c, 10 mo. lease, $250 per BR for
four. 273-1395
____________________________ 00
Royal Heights, Park Place, 1, 2, & 3 BRS
348-1479 Office Hours M-F 11-4. www.
tricountymg.com
____________________________ 00
Love where YOU live...workout in YOUR
gym, invite friends to YOUR clubhouse,
tan in YOUR tanning bed, enjoy YOUR
walk-in closet, get ready in YOUR own
bathroom, do laundry in YOUR washer
and dryer, and save YOUR money by
renting a 2bdrm/2ba $489, 3bdrm/3ba
$415, deposit $99...Save YOUR time,
save YOUR money, come to Campus
Pointe. We’ll pay for your water, trash,
cable, internet, and btwn $60-$75 off
your electric bill. apartmentseiu.com
345-6001
____________________________ 00
Grant View Apartments: Modern Construction. 4 bedroom, 2 full bath, fully
furnished. Across from Rec Center.
$300/month. Matching roommates
available. 345-3353.
____________________________ 00
5 bedroom house for students. Fall
2011. Hardwood floors, dishwasher,
washer/dryer basement. Very nice.
Across from O’Brien Field. No Pets. 3457286 www.jwilliamsrentals.com
____________________________ 00
2 bedroom furnished apts. all utilities
included, just East of Greek Court, no
pets. 345-7008 or 549-2615
____________________________ 00
FOR FALL 2 and 3 bedrooms. Individual
leases, all utilities included, lots of extras. Only $415 per month and can be
furnished or unfurnished. Visit apartmentseiu.com or call 345-6001 for details.
____________________________ 00
Now renting for Fall 2010, 4 bedroom
house. W/in walking distance to campus. Call 345-2467
____________________________ 00
www.tricountymg.com
____________________________ 00
JOIN THE EXPERIENCE! At Campus
Pointe Apartments we’ll pay for your
water, trash, cable TV, internet and we’ll
give you a monthly electric allowance.
NO ONE ELSE IN TOWN INCLUDES ALL
THIS IN THEIR RENT! We offer 2 bedroom / 2 bathroom and 3 bedroom / 3
bathroom units with dishwashers, microwaves, washers and dryers, walk-in
closets, and privacy locks. You’ll also enjoy our 24 hour computer lab and fitness center, tanning facility, media
lounge and all of our outdoor amenities. PRICES START AT $415! $99 security deposit. Visit apartmentseiu.com or
call 217-345-6001 for more info.
____________________________ 00
For Lease Fall 2010! 2-6 bedroom houses, great locations and rates, www.blhi.
org 217-273-0675
____________________________ 00
FOR FALL 2010: VERY NICE 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7,
8 BEDROOM HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES,
AND APARTMENTS. ALL EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS. FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL US AT 217-493-7559 or www.myeiuhome.com
____________________________ 00
NOW LEASING 1, 2, 3, and 4 bedroom
houses! Enjoy FREE tanning beds, a fitness center and game room, fully furnished duplexes and homes with up to
1600 sq. ft. FREE cable, FREE water, FREE
internet, and FREE trash! Our residents
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For rent

love the full size washer and dryer, dishwasher and the queen size beds that
each home comes with. It’s your
choice... 6, 10, or 12 month individual
leases! We offer roommate matching
and a shuttle service to campus. PETS
WELCOME!!! Call us today at 345-1400
or visit our website at
www.universityvillagehousing.com
____________________________ 00
PETS WELCOME! 1, 2, 3, AND 4 bedroom
duplexes. Cable, Internet, and Water in-

For rent

cluded. Call 345-1400
____________________________ 00
WWW.EIPROPS.COM
____________________________ 00
January Semester: 2 BR Apts. 5 or 6
mon. lease options. Call Lincolnwood
Pinetree Apts. 345-6000
____________________________ 00
Lincolnwood Pinetree Apts. has 1st semester apts. available beginning August 2010. 345-6000
____________________________ 00

8

For rent

Stop by or call Lincolnwood-Pinetree
Apartments for your Studio 1, 2, and 3
bedroom apartments. Rent you can afford and you can walk to campus! Call
345-6000 or stop by 2219 9th Street #17
or email us at: lincpineapts@consolidated.net
____________________________ 00
Property available on 7th St. 4 & 5 Bedroom House. Call 217-728-8709.
____________________________ 00
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS: 1, 2, &, 3

BEDROOMS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO CHOOSE FROM. 345-6533
____________________________ 00
FALL 11-12: 1, 2 & 3 BR. APTS. WATER &
TRASH INCLUDED. PLENTY OF OFFSTREET PARKING. BUCHANAN ST. APTS.
CALL 345-1266.
____________________________ 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash and parking included. Great location. Call 217345-2363.
___________________________ 00

5 or 6
bedroom house

408 Buchanan Ave.

Close
to
Campus
345-6533

www.oldetownemanagement.com
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Tailor’s concern

45
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Airport patrons

46

Series finale

48
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Edelstein of
TV’s “House”
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Mariée” (Jean-Luc
Godard
film)
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90 proof, say
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Result of
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Mucho
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Total
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or Angus, in
Shakespeare
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Undersize
keyboard
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38
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say

40
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42
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Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday crosswords from the last 50 years:
1-888-7-ACROSS.

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit card, 1-800-814-5554.

AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit nytimes.com/mobilexword for
more information.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past puzzles, nytimes.com/
crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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Memory of Northern Iowa still present
If Iowa defensive end Adrian Clayborn starts the first Hawkeye defensive drive by sacking Eastern quarterback Brandon Large on the first play,
don’t be surprised.
Why shouldn’t you be surprised,
you ask?
First, because Eastern’s offensive
line is inexperienced. That snap will
be their first.
Second, they will be up against
one of the best defensive lines in the
country.
If Clayborn hits Large for a sack,
let’s just hope the quarterback survives.
Clayborn is like a raging bull seeing red, except he’ll be seeing blue,
white and silver on the Eastern uniforms.
And it’s not just Clayborn who is

Alex McNamee
bull-like – it’s the whole defensive
line.
Clayborn, Christian Ballard, Lebron Daniel and Karl Klug… plus the
capable substitutes, they are all willing and able to take somebody’s head
off.
If the fact that it is week one is not
motivation enough, Iowa is going
to use the nightmare of last season’s
Northern Iowa game to hype them

up to play Eastern.
If it weren’t for two blocked field
goals at the end, Northern Iowa
would have won that game and Iowa
would not have been 9-0 through
nine games.
The upset didn’t happen.
But it almost did – that’s the important part.
Since the UNI Panthers almost
beat Iowa, it has fueled Eastern to believe they can do the same. And they
certainly could.
The Appalachian State upset over
Michigan in 2007 provided enough
ammunition for any Football Championship Subdivision team (Eastern,
UNI, Appalachian State) to believe
they can beat a Football Bowl Subdivision team (Iowa, Michigan).
The toughest part of pulling an

upset for Eastern will be containing
their inexperience and not allowing it
to show on the field.
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo said
it best when he said the team cannot
give the Hawkeyes anything that they
don’t already have.
Turnovers will ruin your day.
Granted, that works both ways – for
Eastern and Iowa – but all I know is
that you want to be the team benefiting.
The inexperience could be overshadowed if the Panthers are willing
to follow the lead of players like CJ
James, Rashad Haynes, Nick Nasti,
Cory Leman and Lorence Ricks, who
have been in Big Ten games before.
Before the team looks at their inexperience, they should respond to
what Haynes said about the Iowa

game: “We have more to gain,” he
said.
Haynes is absolutely right. Maybe, just maybe, the Panthers will
catch Iowa on a Saturday where they
are playing not to lose, but Eastern is
playing to win.
That’s what happened when Iowa
played UNI last year, regardless of
the game’s result.
The Panthers (UNI) last year almost had them. Maybe the Panthers
(Eastern) this year will finish what
the other Panthers started.
If I were a betting man, I wouldn’t
make that pick. But Appalachian
State gives everyone hope.
Alex McNamee can be reached
at 581-7944
or admcnamee@eiu.edu

NatioN
state
Federer beats the heat, Beck; Cubs 5, Pirates 3:
Soderling looms
New approach
NEW YORK — Roger Federer is
one cool customer.
The temperature climbed into
the 90s yet again Thursday at
Flushing Meadows, and the guy
showed up for work wearing a
warmup jacket.
Then he put in his 1 hour,
41 minutes on court, dismissing
104th-ranked Andreas Beck of Germany 6-3, 6-4, 6-3 with the help of
15 aces, to ease into the third round
of the U.S. Open.
"It's about just saving your energy for the really big match coming up, maybe the next one," Federer said, perhaps mindful that he was
pushed to five sets in the opening
round at Wimbledon in June before
eventually losing in the quarterfinals at a second consecutive major
tournament.
He dropped all of seven games in
the first round of the U.S. Open,
and the owner of a record 16 Grand
Slam titles is feeling pretty good
about things at the moment.

"It's the perfect start, sure. I
played Monday; had two days off.
I had another easy one physically today, and here I am in the third
round feeling like I'm completely
in the tournament," said Federer, a
five-time U.S. Open champion and
the only man left in the field who
has won it.
"I got a sense for how the court
speed is again. I got the sense of the
crowd and the wind now, as well. I
played one night, one day," he continued. "I have all the answers after
two matches."
In other words: Let everyone else
sweat it out.
Like Kei Nishikori, the 147thranked qualifier from Japan, who
fought cramps in his racket-holding right hand and elsewhere while
taking a minute shy of five hours to
wrap up a 5-7, 7-6 (6), 3-6, 7-6 (3),
6-1 victory over 11th-seeded Marin
Cilic.
"It was very humid. It wasn't
easy to get the oxygen," said Cilic, a

ComiCs
PEARLS BEFORE SWINE BY STEPHAN PASTIS

GET FUZZ Y BY DARBY CONLEY

U.S. Open quarterfinalist last year,
and an Australian Open semifinalist in January.
The 20-year-old Nishikori began feeling his muscles tighten in
the second set but didn't really begin worrying until after trailing 2-1
in sets.
"I was thinking about it in fourth
set, mostly: 'Even if I win this,
I have to play one more set. It's
not going to be easy for me, you
know, cramping,'" said Nishikori,
who reached the fourth round two
years ago, the first Japanese man
since 1937 to get that far at the
U.S. Open. "But I was able to fight
through."
His was one of a handful of upsets on Day 4 of a tournament that
is quickly accumulating surprises. Beatrice Capra, an 18-year-old
from Ellicott City, Md., made like
2009 U.S. Open darling Melanie
Oudin and ousted No. 18-seeded
Aravane Rezai of France 7-5, 2-6,
6-3.

CHICAGO — Thomas Diamond
received a game ball and a beer shower after his first major league win.
Diamond relieved injured starter Tom Gorzelanny and was part of
a strong effort by the Chicago Cubs'
bullpen Wednesday in a 5-3 victory
over the Pittsburgh Pirates.
"It's always nice to get the first. I
wish it would have happened a little
sooner," Diamond said. "Now, hopefully we can go on and win a few
more."
Kosuke Fukudome had three hits,
including a go-ahead double, during a
perfect day at the plate for the Cubs.
Carlos Marmol escaped a bases-loaded jam in the eighth inning and fin-

ished for his 25th save in 30 chances.
Gorzelanny was knocked out in the
third when Jose Tabata lined a shot
off his right hand. The left-hander, a
former Pirate who is a native of nearby Evergreen Park, Ill., departed for
X-rays.
"That was very scary," Tabata said.
"I saw the ball and I thought it was
his face. In the moment I froze. I
hope he's better. I feel bad for that."
After Gorzelanny left, five Cubs relievers combined to allow four hits
the rest of the way.
"Now that I've moved from the rotation to the bullpen, hopefully I can
find a spot there and contribute," the
27-year-old Diamond said.

BRING, from page 12
returner last season, and Smiley will
count on him to find holes and pick
up good yardage.
Haynes saw the highlights of the
Iowa vs. UNI game last year, and
said Eastern can do the same thing.
“ We have more to gain than
they do,” Haynes said. “They have
to win. They are fighting for their
season and want to win a national championship. A scare against us
can crush their season.”
Defensive coordinator Roc Bellantoni agrees with Haynes.
“We have nothing to lose and a
lot to gain,” Bellantoni said.
Team leaders such as Haynes, senior linebacker Nick Nasti and senior cornerback CJ James are capable of leading the Panthers to a
win, according to Spoo, as long as
the rest of the team is willing to follow them.
Haynes has high expectation for
his teammates. He said he expects
his team to compete for the whole
game, no matter what the score
might be.
The Panthers will be more motivated since the Hawkeyes will be
missing a few key players, including
two of the “three-headed monster”
at running back.
Iowa sophomore running back
Jewel Hampton is suspended and
sophomore running back Brandon
Wegher will miss the game, according to Bellantoni.
With those two out, that leaves
sophomore Adam Robinson for the
starting role; however, Bellantoni
said Robinson is as good as anyone.

Also, the Hawkeyes lost three
players from last season’s offensive
line, but Bellantoni expects the unit
to be great regardless.
“Their coach, Kirk Ferentz, is
known for his offensive lines, so
we’re not sure what to expect but
they’ll probably be good,” he said.
The offensive line might be questionable, but the coaches agree
that the Iowa defensive line is the
strength of their team.
Led by senior defensive linemen
Adrian Clayborn and Christian Ballard, the Hawkeye defensive front
returns all four starters from last
year.
Clayborn, as offensive coordinator Roy Wittke said, is one of the
top five players on many NFL Draft
boards coming into this season, but
Ballard might be better.
“Ballard is vastly underrated, but
maybe as good,” Wittke said.
Junior defensive back Shaun
Prater is banged up, according to
Wittke, and it is unsure if he will be
a part of the Iowa defense.
No matter who is or is not playing for the Hawkeyes, the Panthers
know they have a tough task ahead,
but they’re excited.
After all, as Bellantoni said, the
Iowa game is a three-hour, nationally televised infomercial for the Eastern football program.
The game can be seen starting at
11 a.m. on the Big Ten Network.
Alex McNamee can be reached
at 581-7944
or admcnamee@eiu.edu
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SOCCER

Panthers try to break drought
Women currently
on two-game streak
By Jordan Pottorff
Staff Reporter

The Eastern women’s soccer team
will hit the road Thursday afternoon
to travel to Green Bay, Wis. in the
first of two road games this weekend.
The Green Bay Phoenix currently stands at 1-1-1 and Eastern is currently 2-2.
The Panthers are on a two-game
losing streak and will look to snap the
skid on Friday against Green Bay.

“We are all
anxious to
get back
on the field
and redeem
ourselves”
Summer Perala, head coach

After a tough week of practice, the
Panthers are ready to return to action
and are determined to notch their
third and fourth victories of the season.
The Panthers had a good, competitive week of practice that they hope

will carry over on to the field this
weekend.
The Panthers offensive attack has
been shut out in each of the last two
games, but will look to redeem themselves on Friday.
The offense must get out of their
scoring drought this weekend against
Green Bay and Indiana State.
The Panthers will look for an early
goal and rely on their suffocating defense to get them through the rest of
the game.
Through four games this season
the Panther defense has allowed just
two goals and will look for the strong
defensive play to continue this weekend.
Ohio Valley Conference Defensive
Player of the Week Sam Balek and
OVC Goalkeeper of the Week Kaylin Lorbert will lead the Panther defense this weekend against the Green
Bay Phoenix and Indiana State Sycamores.
“We are all anxious to get back on
the field and redeem ourselves,” head
coach Summer Perala said.
The Panthers know this is an important road trip and want to walk
away with a win in at least one of the
two games this weekend.
The Panthers will start the Green
Bay game at 7 p.m. Friday in Green
Bay, Wis. and finish the road trip in
Terre Haute, Ind. on Sunday at noon.

AUDREY SAWYER | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Freshman midfielder Ellen Campbell fights over possession of the ball
with Green Bay’s junior forward Chelsea Colling Saturday at Lakeside
Field. Eastern Lost the match 0-1.

Jordan Pottorff can be reached
at 581-7944 or jbpottorff@eiu.edu.

CLEVELAND — Manny Ramirez
packed his equipment into three large,
blue travel bags with script “Dodgers” on the sides. Dressed in a pink
shirt and plaid suit, he fiddled with his
dreadlocked hair, for the moment safe
from a barber’s scissors.
His dragged-out debut for Chicago
finally over, Ramirez left Cleveland for
Boston, the next stop on his first road
trip with his new team.
It’s been perfect — so far.
Ramirez provided only a bloop single in his first game for the White Sox,
but for the second straight game his
presence was felt in the on-deck circle
as Paul Konerko, batting cleanup in
front of the colorful slugger, connected for a three-run homer in the eighth
inning Wednesday to give Chicago a
6-4 win and a three-game sweep of the
Indians.
After weeks of speculation, Ramirez
was finally in Chicago’s lineup. Just by
being Manny, he seemed to raise confidence in the White Sox that they
could come back.

South
Side
Cafe
on the square

With the win, Chicago improved to
3-0 on a critical 10-game trip as it tries
to reel in first-place Minnesota atop
the AL Central.
“It’s nice, and it’s needed,” Konerko
said of the three-game winning streak
since Ramirez was acquired. “Minnesota is going to be up there. The only
time we can control what they’re going
to do is when we play them.”
Afterward, Ramirez hinted that he
may indeed get a haircut, which has
been a sensitive issue since the White
Sox claimed him off waivers from
the Los Angeles Dodgers. White Sox
chairman Jerry Reinsdorf ’s policy is
that his players have short hair, and
Ramirez seems willing to conform.
“It seems like everywhere I go, people want to talk about the hair,” said
Ramirez, who shot down the topic
during a news conference Tuesday.
So, will he get it cut?
“Why not?” he said.
Ramirez’s debut with the White
Sox was anything but a hit for seven innings. Chicago made three errors, starter Freddy Garcia left with
a stiff back and the White Sox were

Daily Specials
&
Breakfast served
ALL DAY!

Hours: Monday-Friday
5am - 2 pm
Saturday
5am - 1pm

Panthers
set for
Harvard
Invitational
By Bradley Kupiec
Staff Reporter

NatioN
White Sox beat Indians 6-4 in Manny’s debut
By The Associated Press

VOLLEYBALL

down 4-1 while being stymied by Carlos Carrasco, making his first start for
Cleveland in 2010.
But Chicago’s other Ramirez, Alexei, homered off Carrasco to make it
4-2 in the eighth. The Indians pulled
Carrasco after a walk, and one out later, Cleveland manager Manny Acta
made another pitching change with
the heart of the White Sox order coming up.
Justin Germano (0-1) then walked
Alex Rios, and Konerko, who can
count on seeing better pitches with
Ramirez behind him, drove a 1-1 pitch
to left to put the White Sox ahead 5-4.
Ramirez watched the homer from the
on-deck circle, the same place he was
in the ninth inning Tuesday when A.J.
Pierzynski hit a tiebreaking, three-run
homer in Chicago’s 4-3 win.
Ramirez doesn’t need to hit to be a
factor.
“When you see Manny behind
those guys, you have to be careful how
you pitch to them,” White Sox manager Ozzie Guillen said.
Chicago reliever Tony Pena (4-2)
pitched three innings after replacing

Garcia, who left after four when his
back tightened. Chris Sale, the team’s
first-round draft pick this year, worked
the ninth for his first career save. The
left-hander struck out Shin-Soo Choo
with the potential tying runs on base
to end it.
“I was a little nervous there,” Guillen said. “We kind of put him on
the spot. He has a good chance to be
great.”
Wearing his familiar No. 99,
Ramirez went 1 for 3 in his return to
the AL after 2½ seasons with Los Angeles. He grounded out in the second,
struck out in the fourth, blooped a
single to right in the seventh and was
hit in the upper back by a 70 mph
breaking ball from Germano in the
ninth, two pitches after Konerko hit
his 33rd homer.
Ramirez admitted he was a little
rusty. Because of injuries, he’s made
only five starts since June 29.
“I’m trying to take it a pitch at a
time,” he said. “I haven’t played for a
long time. I’m just trying to get my
rhythm and see as many pitches as I
can. But I’m getting there.”

This weekend, the Eastern volleyball team will be in Cambridge, Mass.
playing in the Harvard Invitational, against four teams they have never
played before: Boston College, Bryant,
Harvard, and New Hampshire.
The team and coaches have set the
expectations high for this year’s team.
Eastern head coach Kate Price said
that she, as well as assistant coach Ryan
Sweitzer and the girls, are on the same
page and all want to win conference.
“To settle for getting to the conference tournament is just plain settling,
I think it is best to have high expectations and learn to push yourself and
team,” Price said.
The team is returning six starters including five seniors.
Last year’s team was hampered by
injuries throughout conference play,
and had a lot of women playing positions they were not used to in order to
fill the holes.
The Panthers may not have had the
statistical season they had hoped for in
2009, but it was a learning experience.
The players had to play different positions and learn how to adjust and
adapt quickly, although they did not
have ideal matchups at the net.
This weekend will be the first competition of the season for the Panthers.
Also it will be the first time they have
played any of the four opponents, making it hard to get a gauge how the teams
will stack up against one another.
“The records from the previous
year give us some sort of indication
on what we will be seeing but a record
from the previous year will never tell
you the full story on a team this year,”
Price said.
Figure in the fact that none of the
members on Eastern’s current roster or
coaching staff have seen any of these
teams before, and the weekend becomes unpredictable.
But the team feels confident in their
abilities and potential for the season.
Last year’s team finished with an
overall record of 11-12, 4-13 in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
They struggled with injuries and
position changes all season, leading
to its inconsistency. However, much
more is expected for this year’s squad.
Without the bad luck they had last
year, the Panthers could become more
consistent.
Friday the Panthers will play Bryant
at 2 p.m. and Harvard at 6 p.m. Saturday the Panthers play New Hampshire
at 9 a.m. and Boston College at 2 p.m.
Bradley Kupiec can be reached
at 581-7944 or bmkupiec@eiu.edu
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Panthers ready for season opener
Focusing, giving
it everything key
to Panther victory
By Rob Mortell
Staff Reporter

The Panthers will have their work
cut out for them on Friday as they
travel to Lexington, Ky. to take on
the University of Kentucky at their
annual tournament.
The game will start at 6:30 p.m.
today on Kentucky’s home turf.
The Wildcats finished the season
last year with a 13-8 record and were
ranked as high as 13th in the nation
at one point. However, this season
Kentucky has a total of 13 red-shirt
and true freshman on the roster compared to only four seniors.
They return their top scorer from
last season sophomore forward Matt
Lodge. Lodge scored six goals last season to go along with two assists. Also
returning for the Wildcats is an allconference defenseman, junior Brad
Walker.
Eastern head coach Adam Howarth thinks that the Panthers should
be able to take advantage of the youth
in goal after Kentucky lost their goalkeeper from last season.

“A goalkeeper is a goalkeeper and
their job is to keep the ball out of the
net but were going to test him and
that’s our biggest thing that we gotta
do,” Howarth said.
The Panthers beat Kentucky the
only other time these teams played
each other; however, Howarth said
that he is confident and that the team
is going to give it everything they got.
“It’s always difficult on the road but
we are quiet and confident and that’s
how it should be,” Howarth said.
Eastern has been getting better and
better and the team has learned from
last season. They look forward to having a great season by starting off the
season fresh against a tough opponent.
“They had a good year last year,
but it’s a brand new year I think they
are still trying to find themselves a bit
through the preseason as we are too,”
Howarth said. “They are a strong
physical team who will be direct in
their play but hopefully we can handle everything they throw at us.”
The key for the Panthers is to focus
on themselves and get what should
be a very large crowd out of the game
early.
They hope to do this by getting out
to an early lead and matching if not
beating the intensity of the Wildcats
right out of the gate.
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Sophomore Goalkeeper Shailer Thomas dives after a ball Saturday during a match against Green Bay at Lakeside
Field.

“There will probably be a few
thousand people at the game and our
goal is to get the crowd out of the
game early,” Howarth said.
The Panthers are going to focus on
what they do well by playing physical
and just being crisp with their passing

and possession of the ball.
“We’ve just got to concentrate on
ourselves, make sure that we play our
game, make sure that we withstand
the physical nature of the game,”
Howarth said.
The game is set to start at 6:30

p.m. and will be the first of two
games the Panthers play in the UK
Invitational. They play North Carolina-Asheville on Sunday at 11 a.m.
Rob Mortell can be reached at
581-7944 or rdmortell@eiu.edu
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Diamond starts with a win in Cubs debut
By The Associated Press

CHICAGO— Thomas Diamond
received a game ball and a beer
shower after his first major league
win.
Diamond relieved injured starter Tom Gorzelanny and was part of
a strong effort by the Chicago Cubs’
bullpen Wednesday in a 5-3 victory
over the Pittsburgh Pirates.
“It’s always nice to get the first. I
wish it would have happened a lit-

tle sooner,” Diamond said. “Now,
hopefully we can go on and win a
few more.”
Kosuke Fukudome had three hits,
including a go-ahead double, during a perfect day at the plate for the
Cubs. Carlos Marmol escaped a bases-loaded jam in the eighth inning
and finished for his 25th save in 30
chances.
Gorzelanny was knocked out in
the third when Jose Tabata lined
a shot off his right hand. The left-

hander, a former Pirate who is a native of nearby Evergreen Park, Ill.,
departed for X-rays.
“That was very scary,” Tabata said.
“I saw the ball and I thought it was
his face. In the moment I froze. I
hope he’s better. I feel bad for that.”
After Gorzelanny left, five Cubs
relievers combined to allow four hits
the rest of the way.
“Now that I’ve moved from the
rotation to the bullpen, hopefully
I can find a spot there and contrib-

ute,” the 27-year-old Diamond said.
Diamond (1-3) gave up two runs
and two hits in 1 2-3 innings. Marmol walked in a run with two outs
in the eighth but struck out Tabata
to preserve a 5-3 lead.
James McDonald (2-5) took the
loss, allowing three runs and eight
hits in five innings.
“For most of the game he wasn’t
able to get the ball down like he usually does and it cost him a little bit,”
Pirates manager John Russell said.

Diamond, called up from Triple-A
Iowa on Aug. 2, struck out three and
walked one. The Cubs won two of
three in the series and finished 5-10
against last-place Pittsburgh this season.
“I’ve been feeling pretty good and
I’ve been working on a new pitch
— a cutter — with (pitching coach)
Larry (Rothschild),” Diamond said.
“Today I had a little trouble with it,
but it’s only about a week and a half
old.”

@DEN_Sports tweet of the day: Check out the Big Ten Network at 11 a.m. Saturday for Eastern vs. Iowa

S portS

Sports Editor
Alex McNamee
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Players, coaches
pumped up for Iowa
By Alex McNamee
Sports editor

One year and one day ago Saturday, the Northern Iowa Panthers
(UNI), a football program Eastern
is 1-10 against, more than humbled
the Iowa Hawkeyes.
Iowa, then ranked No. 7 in the
nation, escaped a scare in the season
opener against UNI, 17-16 Sept. 5.
The result could have been different
if it were not for special teams.
The Hawkeyes blocked two field
goals to preserve the victory, as UNI
fell two points short of being the
next Appalachian State, who upset
the Michigan Wolverines, 34-32, on
Sept. 1, 2007.
The upset was the first time a
Football Championship Subdivision team defeated a Football Bowl
Subdivision team in college football
history.
A key component of the Appalachian State upset: a blocked field
goal at the end of the game.
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo
looks back on those two games and
understands that special teams can
change the game.
The Eastern football team might
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Red-shirt sophomore linebacker Jonathan Ridgner closes in on freshman quarterback Jimmy Garoppolo during a scrimmage Aug. 21 at O'Brien Field.

not have a lot of experienced starters, but if the game against Iowa
comes down to special teams, Spoo
is confident.
“If the game comes down to making a play on special teams, I think

we have a chance,” he said.
The coaches will depend on the
leg of red-shirt senior Kevin Cook
in a special teams-dominated game.
Cook, according to special teams
coach Matt Smiley, will be the place

kicker, punter and kickoff specialist
against Iowa.
Red-shirt junior Lorence Ricks
had a kick return touchdown last
season, on special teams, but might
have to sit out of the Iowa game.

“Ricks is fighting a twisted ankle
right now, and I don’t know if he’ll
go,” Smiley said.
Red-shirt senior Rashad Haynes
was the most active kick and punt

BRING, page 9

Iowa defense

Eastern offense

Eastern offense

Iowa defense

Weekend lineup

Running backs
The Panthers will be missing
starting running back Mon
Williams, who has an injured
knee. However, offensive
coordinator Roy Wittke said
he has a good mix of backs
to take his place: Jimmy
Potempa, Cam White and
Jake Walker.

Secondary stars
Both of Iowa’s starting safeties, Brett Greenwood and
Tyler Sash, Wittke said are
very underrated. Wittke said
the defensive line might be
the strength of the defense,
but he said the safeties
make the defense go.

Don’t be scared
Nick Nasti, CJ James and
Rashad Haynes have played in
four Big Ten games. Bellantoni said their experience is
going to make them leaders during the Iowa game.
Haynes said he and his teammates can’t be scared of the
Hawkeyes.“They’re football
players just like us,” he said.

Iowa quarterback
Ricky Stanzi is one of the best
quarterbacks in the nation,
according to Bellantoni. Stanzi is on the preseason watch
list for the Davey O’Brien
Award, given to the best quarterback in the nation.
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Panther Marching
Band Blowout
By Jose Gonzalez
Senior Verge Reporter

They end their summer early for
training, they practice for six hours a
week regardless of weather and their talent is going to be shown off at a Chicago
Bears game and yet the Panther Marching Band does not get the recognition it
deserves.
The band has a busy schedule that reflects their large role in the university.
Barry Houser, the director of athletic bands, said the band performs at all
home football games.
The band also performs in non-sporting events for the university and Charleston communities. They performed at
First Night in August and they will be
featured in the homecoming parade in
October. They will also perform an Elvis
Presley tribute at homecoming.
Houser said at the first home game
versus Central Arkansas the band would
be doing a Sept. 11 tribute.
The most exciting event on the band’s
plate is their halftime show at the Chicago Bears home opener on September
12. Houser said they will be performing
a medley of dance titles from the 1950s
to today. He said the title of the routine
is “The Evolution of Dance,” a reference
to the famous YouTube video of the same
name.

Houser said the Chicago Bears contacted him with an offer to perform at
their first game, which will provide them
with one of their largest crowds.
“We like to consider ourselves ambassadors for the university, and like to
spread the good news of EIU,” Houser
said.
This year there are a lot of students in
the band to accomplish Houser’s goal.
“Officially, we have 135 students in
the band,” Houser said. “It is one of the
largest bands we’ve had in over 30 years.”
The band is made up of a academically diverse group of students, Houser said
more than half of the band is comprised
of non-music majors. The thing that motivates these students to put in the hours
of rehearsal time for the single academic credit is the joy of music, which transcends academic field.
“I’ve been in the EIU band for a
year, but I did this in high school all
four years,” said Ashley Stanley, a
sophomore pre-veterinarian
major. “I really enjoy music and it takes up my
time.”

BAND,
3V
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How the band "family" got functional
Section leader's
efforts help
make band
harmonious
By Sara Hall
Verge Reporter

When spectators view the
Panther Marching Band’s field
show at the football game next
weekend, they may notice the
whole band working as one cohesive unit. What they may not realize is that flow as a whole would
not be possible without the dedication of the section leaders.
A section leader is an individual who oversees his or her particular instrument. They work
within that section to improve
on things that would be difficult
with the whole band.
Obtaining this position is no
easy feat. Hopeful candidates must
go through an interview with the
band’s director Barry Houser.
Lisa Garza, a junior music ed-

ucation major mellophone player
and first year section leader, said
Houser takes into account the
candidate’s leadership and musical abilities.
During the three weekly practices, Houser allots around 30
minutes of the two hours for sectional meetings. In these meetings, each section works on its
music, memorization and choreography separately.
Hannah Vacey, a senior kinesiology and sports studies major and first year piccolo section leader, strives to work on fitting her section’s sound into the
band’s sound as a whole.
“During sectionals, we put all
of the parts together,” said Phil
Maro, a senior music education
major and second year trumpet
section leader. “We work on the
overall product with the music,
marching and drill.”
Even though the band is broken down into sections, Houser
said there are no cliques within
the band and everyone gets along
well.

“My favorite
thing about
band is
helping in any
way I can. This
is really a
family and
I love every
minute of it.
Putting a show
that we worked
so hard for on
the field in
front of
thousands of
fans is the best
feeling."
- Hannah Vacey,
piccolo section leader

“At camp, the members hang
out with their individual sections, but later they are integrated into the mainstream and
(everyone) hangs out together,”
Houser said.
The section leaders unanimously echoed his sentiment.
“Everyone is really good
friends,” Maro said. “We are a
team, and we could even be considered a family.”
Being part of the band also
proved to be beneficial for incoming freshmen hoping to
make friends.
“Our freshmen all hang out
together a lot this year, which we
think is awesome,” Vacey said.
“They will be able to go through
school together now.”
Although the band is a closeknit group, there are still friendly rivalries.
“There may be a rivalry between the mellophones and
woodwinds, but it’s very mellow,”
Gazra said.
The section leaders all have
goals they wish to accomplish

this season.
“I want to become better
friends and musicians,” said Travis Heaton, a senior music education major and third year trombone section leader. “I want our
section to have fun.”
The leaders also have goals
specific to their section’s sound.
“My section’s not the biggest,
but I want it to sound like we
are. I want to create the largest
and fullest sound possible,” Maro
said.
The section leaders are quick
to identify their favorite part
about being in a part of band.
“My favorite thing about band
is helping any way that I can,” Vacey said. “This is really a family and I love every minute of it.
Putting a show that we worked
so hard for on the field in front of
thousands of fans is the best feeling.”
Sara Hall can be reached at
denverge@gmail.com or
581-7944

Band camp not as the movies have you believe
Real life stories
of "this one time
in band camp"
Jonathon Posch
Verge Reporter

The wild, sexed-up depiction
of band camp from the teen comedy “American Pie” and its sequels forever cemented a perception of what band camp is like for
an entire generation.
Fortunately (or unfortunately,
depending on who you ask) actual band camps focus less on the
partying and more on the music.
Ending your summer a week
early to wake up near dawn and
wallow in the hot sun is not what

many would call a good time.
According to Amber Calvert, a
sophomore biological sciences
major and clarinet player, many
students have a love-hate relationship when it comes to band
camp.
“It is nice to see everyone and
enjoy the band’s company,” Calvert said. “It is very effective as
both a learning tool and a social
activity.”
While the social experience
among the band members is certainly a bonus, the official reason
to attend is to learn. Everything
from the marching basics to the
music is covered.
“The band goes from confused mob to uniform marchers,” Calvert said. “It is really
amazing.”

Sierra Hanners, a sophomore
special education major and clarinet player, credits the band’s director Barry Houser for making
the camp such a good time. She
said his sarcastic demeanor actually keeps everyone’s spirits high.
Of course it is not all fun and
games—spending nearly 12 hours
a day marching in the summer
sun is not necessarily the most
pleasant thing in the world.
“By the end of the day it felt
like a knife was getting stabbed in
my feet,” said Tamara Swanson, a
freshman biological sciences major and member of the Color
Guard. “At one point I even had
an asthma attack.”
Despite that medical episode,
Swanson preferred the more laid
back approach EIU has when it

comes to its marching band, saying that compared to her high
school band experience she considers it better overall.
Hanners said the end of the
week performance at Six Flags
in St. Louis made the hard work
worth it.
“We got a reward at the end of
the week, something to look forward too,” Hanners said. “That
helped.”
Hanners believes the biggest
reward is yet to come though
when Eastern’s marching band
plays during the Chicago Bears
half time show next Sunday.
The allure of performing at a
Chicago Bears game and Six Flags
may sound like good perks, but
the best bonus of all is the camaraderie between each member.

Calvert, Hanners and Swanson
met a great deal of college friends
through band camp.
“Doing marching band as a
freshman was one of the best
decisions I have made,” Calvert
said.
In regards to thinking of
“American Pie” when band camp
is brought up—Calvert wanted
to make sure people know that
the movies interpretation of band
camp was far from the truth.
“Marching band is nothing
like it is in 'American Pie',” Calvert said. “Yes, parties are thrown.
No, nobody does bad things with
flutes or trumpets or any instruments.”
Jonathon Posch can be
reached at denverge@gmail.com
or 581-7944
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Putting movement to the music
Performers add
to the band's
spirit, presense
Nick Draper
Verge Reporter

At Eastern and around the
country, marching bands have
become synonymous with field
shows at sporting events. Eastern’s Color Guard, Pink Panthers and Cheerleaders all work
together, along with the Panther Marching Band, to make a
more complete experience for
the Eastern fans.
COLOR GUARD

BAND,

Spinning their flags while
marching in time, Color Guard
provides something instruments
can’t.
“We provide a visual element,” said Becki Jungman, a
senior kinesiology and sports
medicine major and third year
Color Guard section leader.
“(The Guard) adds color to the
field show to make it more interesting.”
Jungman along with fellow
section leader Kayne O’Brien,
a junior secondary education
major, create an outline of the
group’s choreography that the
guard will learn through weeks
of rigorous practice.
Jungman said their
plans change dynamically based on the
group’s contributions.
In addition
to
practices with the
band, the 11
members of
the guard
meet frequently to
rehearse as a
separate entity.
Even the guard’s freshmen are not new to the game either—Jungman said they like
new members to have high
school color guard experience.

from pAge

Stanley said she enjoyed her
experience in high school and
finds that being in the Eastern
band is beneficial for her.
Grant Truccano, a junior mass
communications major, said he
has tons of experience with the
marching band.

Despite the demanding rehearsal schedule of the group,
Jungman says that the guard can
be pretty laid-back and that they
have a lot of fun.
EIU CHEER

Although
they are the only
group mentioned
whose members are
not considered to
be in the Panther
Marching Band,
the EIU Cheer
Team
also
works with
the band to
help bring game
day together.
“We work
very well together,” said
Head Cheer
Coach Brian Allen, “It’s
like one big happy
family.”
Between four and five days a
week, the cheer team works on
routines getting ready for upcoming games and other events.

This year the EIU cheer
team will perform at Family
Weekend, cheer nationals
in January and other spirit-related events.
“We’re going to do more
community
service
this year,” Allen said. “We’ve
done a couple
of car washes already.”
PINK PANTHERS

Firing
up the crowd
wherever the Panther Marching
Band goes, is Eastern's official
dance team, the Pink Panthers.
“We are complimentary
components to the musicians
because we want to highlight
what they are doing,” said Lisa
Dallas, coach of the Pink Panthers.
The Pink Panthers practice
their routine five days a week,
getting themselves ready for
game time. Barry Houser, acting director of bands, sets out
the drill charts, and then the
choreography is added in to finalize the routine.

Members
of
the team must be in
good academic standing
with the university and
participate with campus life
and the community.
“We’ve performed at two assisted living centers and two
nursing homes in town already,”
Dallas said, “We really get out
to support the community.”
Months of practice add up to
the final product that is seen on
game day.
“(The Pink Panthers) get the
crowd into the game, to let the
athletes know that the crowd
supports them,” Dallas said.

Nick Draper can be reacheded
at denverge@gmail.com
or 581-7942
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“This is my third year with the
marching band (at Eastern),” said
Truccano. “I’ve done marching
band since high school and I’ve
loved it.”
Truccano said his motivation to stay in the band comes
from loving music as a child, and

said he is in the band because he
wants to start his own recording
company, and make his own music.
The Panther Marching Band is
funded, housed and supported by
various organizations.
“The marching band is com-

pletely funded by athletics and
we are housed in Doudna, but
our funding comes from athletics.” Houser said.
Houser said that because of
alumni donations and others who
appreciate what the band does,
they have received scholarship

funds, and have also received the
Redden Grant to help with purchasing music.
Jose Gonzalez can be reached
at denverge@gmail.com
or 581-7942

iNstrumeNt BreAkDowN
• 3 drum majors

• 5 baritones

• 7 snare drums

• 9 piccolos

• 3 cymbals

• 6 sousaphones

• 7 snare drums

• 12 trombones

• 3 tenor drums

• 6 tenor saxophones

• 8 alto saxophones

• 13 trumpets

• 5 bass drums

• 7 snare drums

• 9 mellophones

• 14 clarinets
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PAWS UP
The Verge redesign—Say what
you like about our content, but I think
we can all agree the Verge is better off
now that our headlines don’t YELL AT
YOU IN ALL CAPS.
Eastern Football plays the
Iowa Hawkeyes this weekend—
Although they will probably crush us
in the game, the money they are paying us to play them will make the loss
hurt less.
The “Help Stop Violence” guy was
on campus Wednesday—No one is
certain what the “HSV” guy is protesting nor where he comes from, but we
do know that the days he prowls campus are all the more awkward because
of it. For a fun trick imagine he is saying “help stop violins,” once you do,
you’ll never be able to hear it different!
Details on new “Back to the Future” game released—Word is that
71-year-old Christopher Lloyd will
voice Doc Brown in the game. The status of if Michael J. Fox, who suffers
from Parkinson’s disease, will reprise
his role as Marty is said to be shaky.

PAWS DOWN
Crab apples are falling off the
trees outside Carmen on 4th Street—
If you get a concussion from falling
construction equipment you get to sue
the school. Who are we supposed to
sue if apples concuss us? Mother nature?
People talking loudly into their
cell phones while walking around
campus—It’s not 1985 anymore, our
cell phones are advanced enough to
transmit your normal speaking voice,
so there is no need to yell. If you are
talking loudly because you want everyone to hear just know this, no one
cares.

STAFF
CONTACT US

(217) 581-7943
denverge@gmail.com

Reviews
'Interpol' lives up to band's name
Adam Mohebbi
Verge Music Critic

It has taken Interpol four tries
to record an album they feel is
worthy to bear the band’s own
name. Most bands simply slap
such an honor on their debut EPs
and call it a day. It’s a strategy
that has paid dividends for classic
rockers like Bad Company and
Led Zeppelin and even modern
musicians like Street Sweeper Social Club and Cage the Elephant.
So, the million dollar question
is: Why did Interpol wait? Their
debut album, “Turn on the Bright
Lights,” was downright good,
probably one of the best albums
of the last decade. If they were
trying to top their debut with an
album whose title may make people think it’s a debut, they failed.
Personally, I think Interpol decided to self-title this album because it is the last effort of the
band’s most popular member,
Carlos Dengler, their bassist. In
fact, Dengler has already left the
band and is no longer touring,
but he stuck around long enough
to finish “Interpol.” Although,
with the lack of any major bass
guitar presence, one wonders
why he bothered.
Almost all the rhythmic authority on the album is drum derived, with the lion’s share of that
coming from a skillful use of
cymbals by drummer Sam Fogarino.
This is the part of the review where I would usually run
though the track mix, pointing

out any outstanding, tracks worthy of being singles, interesting
instrumental interweaving, vocal
gaffs, or flow issues. With this album there’s no point. Every track
on “Interpol” is freakishly similar, with minor mood or tempo
variants to be sure, but only very
slight ones. This approach is actually very interesting; as it brings
to mind the idea that each track
is a different attempt at a shared
target. It makes the listening experience almost like viewing an
abstract statue from many diverse
angles in order to finally see the
truth of it.
The overall feeling of the album reminds me of a visit to
a state park—very mellow and
laid back, with small, competing
waves of excitement and boredom. To put it simply, “Interpol”
feels like watching an old friend
or an ex drive away after a nostalgic visit.
If you liked Interpol’s other
musical outings you should enjoy
this one, and if you hold a deep
passion for the work of Carlos
Dengler you’re pretty much obligated to buy the record. However, if you are simply a music lover,
you should know that “Interpol”
is a fantastic album for setting a
mood. If you like the feeling of
somebody walking away, pick
“Interpol” up. If not, just walk
away yourself.
Adam Mohebbi can be reached
at denverge@gmail.com or 5817944.
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THE DESIGN PROCESS
Designing our new logo was a process. Below are all the protoypes we considered before going with our new "dropped 'V' look.

verge
VERGE
VERGE
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Bourbon St. Steak
House St.
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House
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or Lake Land
• Monday, October 4th from 5-9 pm in the Paris Room, MLK UnionShow
Student ID And Receive
th
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UnionOff Your Total Bill
10%
• Thursday, October 7th from 5-9 pm in the Paris Room, MLK Union
Ribeye, NY Strip,
Steak House
in Brian’s Place Back Room

in Brian’s Place Back Room

(Photos will appear in 2010-2011 Warbler Yearbook)
For more information contact Kristin Jording at warbler.eic@gmail.com
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